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CLAIR DE LUNE
Your soul is a chosen landscape
Charmed by masquers and revelers
Playing the lute and dancing
And almost sad beneath their fanciful disguises

Even while singing, in a minor key
Of victorious love and fortune living
They do not seem to believe in their happiness
And their song mingles with the moonlight

The calm moonlight, sad and beautiful
Which sets the birds in the trees dreaming
And makes the fountains sob with ecstasy
The tall slender fountains among the marble statues.

—Translation by Peter Low

SAMUEL BARBER and RICHARD HUNDELEY
Perhaps more than any other contemporary composer of song, Samuel Barber uses his musical compositions to mirror textual images. "The Monk and His Cat" illustrates this kind of vocal writing perfectly with its playful accompaniment and unique rhythmic variations. In comparison, "The Daisies" is a very straightforward piece, but shows Baber's apt use of simple melodies to enhance the sweetness of James Stephens' poem.

Richard Hundley is a contemporary American composer from Cincinnati, Ohio. Hundley's style focuses on expressiveness and spontaneity, creating textual clarity with strong and independent vocal lines. "Come Ready and See Me" is a nostalgic piece with big musical gestures and dramatic transitions in vocal range. It is one of Hundley's most widely performed songs.

THE MONK AND HIS CAT
Pangur, white Pangur, how happy we are
Alone together, scholar and cat
Each has his own work to do daily
For you it is hunting, for me study
Your shining eye watches the wall
My feeble eye is fixed on a book
You rejoice, when your claws entrap a mouse
I rejoice when my mind fathoms a problem
Pleased with his own art, neither hinders the other
Thus we live ever without tedium and envy.

—Cont'd.
THE DAISIES
In the scented bud of the morning, Oh
When the windy grass went rippling far
I saw my dear one walking slow
In the field where the daisies are

We did not laugh, and we did not speak
As we wandered happily, to and fro
I kissed my dear on either cheek
In the bud of the morning, Oh

A lark sang up, from the breezy land
A lark sang down, from a cloud afar
As she and I went, hand in hand
In the field where the daisies are.

COME READY AND SEE ME
Come ready and see me
No matter how late
Come before the years run out
I'm waiting with a candle
No wind can blow out
But you must haste
On foot or by sky
For no one can wait forever
Under the bluest sky
I can't wait forever
For the years are running out.
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